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Welcome! Welcome! 

�By the end of this lecture you will be able to:

�Define what Strategy is

�Define Cost Leadership vs. Differentiation competitive strategies

�Define Blue Ocean vs. Red Ocean competitive strategies

�Describe the steps of the strategy formulation process
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Let’s watch a little 

something…

Let’s watch a little 

something…

https://youtu.be/W795W63n7mA

https://youtu.be/GgDxv0Qg_Rg

https://youtu.be/W795W63n7mA

https://youtu.be/GgDxv0Qg_Rg
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Why is she STILL! successful?Why is she STILL! successful?
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1980’s

1990’s

Mid-1990’s

Early 2000’s

2018
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Some reasonsSome reasons

� Adapted to change in the industry

� Succession of make overs and changing her looks

� Breaks the rules

� Surrounded by talents 

� Dances well ☺

In a nutshell, SHE’S GOTTA GOOD STRATEGY
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What is Strategy?What is Strategy?

�Tough call! Though some consensus on:

�It is about 'structured thinking' about the 

future/long term

�A pattern of major objectives, purposes,  & 

plans for achieving  "goals“

�Goals = define the kind of business we are or 

want to be
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Provided…
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Strategy Formulation ProcessStrategy Formulation Process
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Mission / Vision

= PURPOSE

Internal 

Environment 

Analysis

External 

Environment 

Analysis

Strategic 

Objectives & 

Plans

Implementation
COMPETITIVE 

ADVANTAGE

Internal Environment AnalysisInternal Environment Analysis
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How different are these businesses?How different are these businesses?
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• Low price

• ‘On the go’, high turnover

• Operational efficiency is key for 

success

• Higher price

• They offer an ‘experience’

• New product introductions are 

key for success

Generic Strategies Generic Strategies 

Cost LeadershipCost Leadership

� Low product differentiation 

(principally by price)

� Low market segmentation 

(mass market)

� Distinctive capabilities: 

Manufacturing, Operations, 

Logistics

� Low product differentiation 

(principally by price)

� Low market segmentation 

(mass market)

� Distinctive capabilities: 

Manufacturing, Operations, 

Logistics

DifferentiationDifferentiation

� High product differentiation 

(uniqueness)

� High market segmentation 

� Distinctive capabilities: R&D, 

Sales & Marketing

� High product differentiation 

(uniqueness)

� High market segmentation 

� Distinctive capabilities: R&D, 

Sales & Marketing
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SOURCE OF COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

S
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Industry-

wide

Particular 

segment 

only

Perceived 

uniqueness
Low-cost position

“TROUBLE ZONE”

How about these?How about these?
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Source: http://www.broganmicallef.com/blue-ocean-strategy/

Different Oceans ☺☺☺☺Different Oceans ☺☺☺☺

�Create new demand and 
markets

�Make competition 
irrelevant

�Beyond the value-cost 
trade off: achieve BOTH!

�Create new demand and 
markets

�Make competition 
irrelevant

�Beyond the value-cost 
trade off: achieve BOTH!

� Look for attractive markets: 

position yourself!

�Compete!

�Exploit current demand

�Choice between a cost-

leadership or differentiation 

strategy = trade-off

� Look for attractive markets: 
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Strategic Fit: You’d better be consistent!Strategic Fit: You’d better be consistent!
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Product 
Development

Marketing & 
Sales

Operations Distribution Service

COMPETITIVE STRATEGY (e.g., cost leadership, differentiation, blue ocean)

Product 

Strategy

Marketing 

Strategy
Supply Chain Strategy

Finance & Accounting, Information Technology, Human Resources

External Environment AnalysisExternal Environment Analysis
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How industries come about?How industries come about?
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& Overtime…& Overtime…
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Time

Price
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How attractive is the industry?How attractive is the industry?
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How is MY industry defined?How is MY industry defined?

20

In each industry 
there may be 
several ‘strategic 
groups’

Source: https://youtu.be/VJWKaq4h7uM
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Macro-environmentMacro-environment

21
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Let’s look back atLet’s look back at
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Mission / Vision

= PURPOSE

Internal 

Environment 

Analysis

External 

Environment 

Analysis

Strategic 

Objectives & 

Plans

Implementation
COMPETITIVE 

ADVANTAGE

Best-selling 

female 

recording 

artist 

worldwide

The industry has 

changed! Not just 

songs…

Focus groups 

Breaking rules to 

catch attention

Flexibility for 

ongoing make-

overs = INNOVATION

Distinctive skills

Partnerships with 

other ‘talents’

Not just a singer, but an 

‘Entertainer’

Advertising!

[NEW] Shows as the ‘forte’

Diversification cash-making 

opportunities: film-making, 

writing, design

Madonna has 

survived almost 40 

years in an ever-

changing industry!

What type of competitive strategy do 

you think she follows??
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Wrap upWrap up

� Strategy begins with goals, which follow from an organization’s 

purpose

� Goals cannot stand in isolation!

� What is feasible given the external environment in which we operate? 

� What about our own resources and capabilities (=internal environment)?

� Hence, competitive strategies available emerge from looking 

outside and inside!

� Don’t forget the system needs to FIT TOGETHER = BE COHESIVE!

� Strategy begins with goals, which follow from an organization’s 
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� Goals cannot stand in isolation!
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� What about our own resources and capabilities (=internal environment)?

� Hence, competitive strategies available emerge from looking 

outside and inside!

� Don’t forget the system needs to FIT TOGETHER = BE COHESIVE!
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Questions?Questions?
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Internal 
Environment

External 
Environment

Competitive
Strategy

ORGANIZATIONAL 
PURPOSE

THANK YOU!!
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Quiz!Quiz!

� Define Cost Leadership vs. Differentiation
competitive strategies

� Define Blue Ocean vs. Red Ocean 
competitive strategies

� Define Cost Leadership vs. Differentiation
competitive strategies

� Define Blue Ocean vs. Red Ocean 
competitive strategies
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